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OHNSTON RACING has had the best

January on record, with 21 winners

from 53 runners, a strike rate of almost

40%. Flat racing in January tends to

be the weakest of the year, but this is

extraordinary efficiency. The question is: Does it

bode well for the 2021 season in general?

Let’s look at the best Januarys the stable has

enjoyed and line them up with the rest of the

campaign. The statistics are from racingpost.com

and pertain to just racing in Britain. 

The data is shown in Table 1: In the red

column on the right of the table I have attached

the Strike Rate (SR) of the complete season’s

worth of data, including January. For the 12

completed seasons, the correlation coefficient

between SR in January and SR for the season is

0.03. This indicates there is no statistically

significant association between the two statistics.

The correlation coefficient – specifically here

the Pearson product-moment version – is one of

the most widely used statistics. If you follow

other sports where analysis is far more advanced

than typical of the racing media in Britain, in

particular football, golf and baseball, you will

see it referenced. It is measured from -1 to +1,

with the magnitude indicating the strength of the

association and the sign its direction. Ice cream

sales and hours of sun might have a correlation

coefficient of 0.85, for instance, because they are

strongly associated, while a fondness for maths

and charisma may have a correlation coefficient

of -0.66 because if you were to learn one of the

two traits in a person is high, it is likely the other

is low! 

So, a good January for Johnston Racing tells

us nothing about the rate at which the stable’s

horses will win for the entire campaign. (I did not

use those seasons missing from Table 1 because

the sample-size of January runners was too

small.)

This is the expected result. We had to use SR

here, rather than Wins, because the stable’s total

of winners has increased across time. But, to

understand the significance of ALL months, Wins

is a better measure to show how the stable

operates because, after all, it is Wins (and the

prize-money which comes from them) that

Johnston Racing is trying to maximise – not the

rate of Wins. (I have covered the obsession with

Entering the matrix: Why Janu
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the misleading statistic which is SR in a previous

article.)

If a good January means nothing for the season

as a whole – presumably because the type of horse

running is not representative and the quality of

the racing is low – we might ask another

question, one of more immediate relevance. Does

a good January at least tend to be followed by a

good February? 

Table 2 contains the answer to this question

and many more. It appears to prove something

profound about the Johnston stable – and most

others, I have found; form runs in cycles. It is

sinusoidal, to use a technical term.

ABLE 2 is nice to look at (hopefully) but

its message needs to be elucidated. First,

each square contains the correlation

coefficient between Wins in one month and Wins

in another. Because correlation is a two-way

measure, the figures to the left of the empty

diagonal are reflections of those on the right.

(July-August is the same as August-July).

I have colour-coded the squares so that the

patterns they indicate are particularly easy to see,

especially if you squint. It takes a little

understanding to digest the implication

of a correlation matrix like this, but it

is worth it. At least in my view.

Firstly, green squares do not mean

good form and red squares bad form.

This is massively important. Green

squares show that relatively good or

relatively poor form in one month is

associated with the same results in the

other. This is like ice cream sales and

sunshine. So, in the June-July square,

for instance, we find a correlation of

+0.66 which indicates that if Johnston

Racing was in good form in one month,
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In this article I will present more evidence that a trainer’s form naturally
runs in cycles, and that the egregious ‘trainer form’ is a function of
handicap marks, penalties and seasonal factors such as predominating
ground preferences in a trainer’s string. I will rail, once more, against
the concept of trainer form as some nebulous force that nobody can
see or measure but somehow makes horses run faster or slower at the
same time. My daughter tells me Galileo – the man, not the horse – had
a similar argument with Pope Urban in the 17th century and was just as
bad as I am at getting people to believe him. There, she tells me, the
similarity between his work and mine ends.

Table 1: Best Januarys by Johnston Racing, sorted by wins, 1988- (34 seasons)
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ary form was out of this world

it is likely the operation was in good form in the

other. 

A red square, by contrast, indicates that

relatively good form in one month has been

associated with relatively poor form in the other.

There has tended to be a form reversal, one way

or the other. The January-July square, for

instance, contains the value -0.66 which means

that relatively good form in January has been

historically associated with relatively poor form

in July. (From now on, let’s dispense with

‘relatively’ even though Johnston Racing is very

rarely in the kind of form that other stables

would think of as poor.)

Now, just because this has been a great

January does not mean that July is destined to be

disappointing. All this number means is that this

is what has happened in the past. But why?

To answer this question, look along the first

row of the matrix which evaluates the

relationship between Wins in January and form

in all other months. (I know ‘form’ and ‘Wins’

are not strictly interchangeable, but bear with

me.) February, March and April tend to go the

same way as January, but May, June and July

have seen the opposite kind of results. Notice the

interest pattern: the figures show a kind of

oscillation. Let’s plot it in graph form (right).

RENDS in stable performance by month

are apparent only as the sample size

increases to that of Johnston Racing

proportions. But the same dynamics probably

hold true for all yards: winners tend to cluster

together not because of some magical force but

because of real-life factors that can be measured

or estimated.

The biggest driver of the kind of sinusoidal

pattern seen in the graph is handicapping. In the

British (and Irish) systems, wins beget more wins

in the short term because horses tend not to be

raised enough to stop them winning more often

Table 2: Correlation matrix of wins by month for Johnston Racing, 2011-2019 (nine seasons)

than their share. But, in the medium term, a

couple or more wins tend to leave a horse too

high in the weights. Now, as a stable’s winners

are just the sum of each horse’s wins, the same

pattern that occurs at the micro-level drives the

macro-level.

There are also sundry factors you may be able

to name from your own expertise of racing.

Going preferences in a string, for instance, may

be clumped together because a stable is sent – or

buys – a certain kind of horse. If each year’s

intake thrives in the summer, chances are results

will fade in the autumn – and vice versa.

In the case of Johnston Racing, as well as

applauding the stable’s brilliant January, I like

to ask the question: why? Why has the stable had

so many winners? If you look at the cases of

individual horses – try it for yourself on

racingpost.com – each one has an obvious reason

to have won or run well right now.

Love Destiny, who has scored back-to-back

wins at Kempton, is just the kind of horse whose

surge would be put down to the ethereal ‘stable

form’. Do we need magical thinking? His

handicap mark for successive defeats was 82-80-

77-75-70 until he scored off 65.

OOK back at the first column of the

correlation matrix. What is the predictor

of a good January, among the months

which precede it? Form which is moderate before

it, as the strong negative correlation between

wins in November (-0.66) and December (-0.47)

shows. Combined, the stable went 12-122 (9.8%)

in those two months in 2020, with a particularly

quiet November.

The matrix shows there are four distinct

periods where results for Johnston Racing tend

to be alike: the all-weather season (January –

April), summer (May – July), autumn (August –

September) and autumn-winter (October –

December). You can tell this because the block of

squares which contain these months either tend

to be of the same colour or have the same

relationships with other blocks. Look at how

August – September relates to January – April,

for instance.

This is classic ‘periodicity’. In any one block,

form tends to stay the same. But, in the next-door

block, there tends to be a form reversal before

things move back to form again in the following

block. And so the sequence goes on, allowing for

randomness. 

This is the important conclusion from a

betting angle: you won’t find gold from looking

for trainers who are among the winners now.

You need to look back and find stables who were

out of form some time ago because trainer form

runs in cycles with handicap marks (and other

factors) serving as a kind of mean-reverting force. 
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